Math Picture Puzzles
This course will allow you to make a presentation for your students
forcing them to look at details and solve logic problems. You may also
provide them with the ability to create their own as we will provide
exampels lessons and an instructional video.
This course is designed to be completed in 12.5 hours or more depending on
the difficulty of your lessons. You are required to create two sheets with each
sheet contain 2 lessons on that sheet. The difficulty of your lesson will very
depending on the grade level you are teaching in math. Please remember you
may wish to use this lesson in your classroom which will provide your students
with an outstanding example of what they may do if you assign this to them.
This course is designed to provide you with an easier and fun method of
teaching and assist in facilitating lessons with students that have a problem
learning. You will not have a face-to-face meetings or online chat sessions with
this course. The website will provide you with all the instructions necessary with
an example and videos.
You will discover over time that your students will be looking forward to this
lesson allowing them to fully express what they have learned if they are going to
create their own lesson.
You will be provided with example lesson at various grade levels. And a power
point lesson that you math change in Microsoft office or convert to Google.
I believe you will discover that none of the above is difficult but if you use
this as an example for your students it will make your job not only easier but
more fun.
Please email me your phone number, name of your school and grade level
and subject upon registering for the class. I will provide a call to clear up any
questions you may have. Registration may take place at any time during the year.
There is not a set beginning or end time. You must finish by the date we have
posted on the Course web page. Teachers may choose to take (start) this class at

any time prior to the ending date. The span of time needed to complete the
course is normally three weeks from the date that you start the class. If you need
more time just email me to adjust with you.

